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Abstract: Recently, considerable progress has been made in the numerical computa-
tion of reachable sets and control sets. It is the purpose of this paper to survey some 
of these developments. In general, computation of reachable sets and control sets is a 
very difficult problem, since the objects which are to be computed have full dimension 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In Sections 2-6, four algorithms are discussed 
and their relative merits and deficiencies are de-
scribed. They are based on different reformula-
tions of the problem to compute reachable sets. 
The continuation algorithm with data reduction 
computes approximately invariant sets. The box 
continuation algorithm computes relative chain 
reachable sets and relative chain control sets; and 
subdivision algorithms compute viability kernels 
and hence relative chain control sets and their 
domains of attraction ; furthermore , by comput-
ing strongly connected components of symbolic 
images one obtains relative chain control sets. In 
analyzing a concrete system, one often has to com-
bine these algorithms in order to take advantage 
of their relative strengths. There are a number of 
other methods (not discussed here) to compute 
reachable sets. In (Colonius and Kliemann, 2000, 
Appendix C) , the computation via time optimal 
control and Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman theory is 
sketched; see also (Falcone et al., 2000) . (Camilli 
et al., 2000) generalize the classical Zubov method 
for constructing Lyapunov functions to control 
syste~s; the viscosity solution of Zubov's equation 
is a Lyapunov function and can be computed 
numerically. See also (Griine, 2001 , Chapter 7) 
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for a discussion, with particular emphasis on the 
numerical aspects. Ellipsoidal approximations of 
reachable sets are a powerful tool , see (Kurzhanski 
and Valyi, 1998). However, it seems that there are 
few results for nonlinear control problems. For this 
approach and the face lifting approach by (Dang 
and Maler, 1998) see also the other contributions 
in this session. 




u E U ._ {U : lR --> lRm , u(t) = (Ui(t)) E U} 
.- for almost all t E lR ' 
with smooth vector fields il , ... , fm ; the control 
functions u take values in a given convex and 
compact subset U of lRm with 0 E int U . We 
assume that for every initial state x E JRd and 
every control function u E U there exists a unique 
trajectory <p(t , x , u) , t E JR . Our primary concern 
is the computation of reachable sets (orbits) de-
fined as 
O+(x) = {y E lRd , Y = <p(t , x , u) , t > 0, u E U} 
and of control sets , i.e., subsets of complete con-
trollability : 
Definition 1. A subset D of ]Rd with nonvoid 
interior is a control set if D c clO+(x) for all 
x E D and D is maximal with this property. 
We assume local accessibility, i.e., for all x E ]Rd 
and all T > 0 one has 
intOST(x) =1= 0 and intO$T(x) =1= 0, 
where O<T(x) = {y E ]Rd, X = <p(t,y,u) with 0::; 
t ::; T and u E U}. The computation of control 
sets can be reduced to the computation of positive 
and negative reachable sets, since one easily sees 
that for a point x in a control set D 
Thus a possible strategy to compute a control 
set is the following: (i) find a point x E D; 
(ii) compute (an appropriate approximation of) 
clO+(x); (iii) compute O-(x) and intersect with 
clO+(x). The numerical effort in the last step 
can considerably be reduced by computing only 
those points in O-(x) which are in clO+(x) . For 
the computation of invariant control sets C which 
satisfy C = clO+(x) for all x E C, only step (i) is 
needed. These sets are particularly relevant, since 
they determine, under appropriate assumptions, 
the supports of the invariant measures for an 
associated stochastic system obtained by formally 
replacing u(t) by a random perturbation; cp. 
(Colonius and Kliemann, 1999). 
In the computations one has to restrict attention 
to an a priori given compact subset Q of the state 
space, and make all computations relative to Q. 
2. CONTINUATION WITH DATA 
REDUCTION 
In this section we sketch an algorithm for comput-
ing reachable sets which is due to (Hackl, 1996); 
cp. also (Colonius and KJiemann, 2000) . It is 
based on the observation, that reachable sets are 
invariant, i.e., for all y E 0+ (x) and u E U, t > 0 
one has <p(t, y, u) E O+(x) . The algorithm ap-
proximates this invariant set by approximately 
invariant sets. We define the relative reachable set 
O~(x) as the set of all points which can be reached 
without leaving Q. In a first step, we consider an 
associated discrete time system given by a stepsize 
r > 0 and 
Xk+1 = <p(r,Xk,Uk), Uk E U, k E Z. (2.1) 
Thus in the intervals (kr, (k + 1)r], k E Z, 
the controls are constant. Then, for the reach-
able set O~ (r, x) of these discrete time sys-
tems, one can show that the Hausdorff distance 
d(clO~(r,x),clO~(x)) tends to zero for r -+ O. 
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Definition 2. A set A c Q is called c-invariant 
with respect to the discrete-time system (2.1).,. if 
d(A ,<p(r,x,u)) < c for all u E U and all x E A. 
The next result relates c-invariant sets to the 
orbits of (1.1) and (2.1).,. . 
Proposition 1. Let I C Q be an invariant set of 
(1.1) . Fix x E I and r > O. Consider a family 
{In, n E N} of subsets of Q such that (i) In is Cn-
invariant with respect to (2.1).,.; (ii) Jim Cn = 0; 
n-oo 
(iii) In C In+1 C I for all n E N; and (iv) there 
exists n E N with x E In . Then we have 
clO+(r,x) C cl U In C clI. 
nEN 
Thus it is sufficient to compute c-invariant sets. 
Space discretization is obtained in the following 
way: Let Q = [aI, bl ] x ... x [ad, bd] C ]Rd be 
a d-dimensional rectangle. We divide Q into m d 
rectangular boxes for some mEN by spacing the 
grid in the ith component as Oi = (bi - ai)/m. 
Each point y E Q belongs to exactly one box, 
denoted by C(y) . We denote the grid on Q by 
9 = {CK , K E {1, ... ,m}d}, 0 = max{o;}. (2.2) 
t 
Here K E Zd is a multiindex. Let 1 EZd be the 
index (1, ... , 1) . For two indices K, N E Zd we 
define K ±N = (kl ±nl, ... ,kd±nd) and K::; N 
holds if ki ::; ni for all i . For K ::; N the interval 
[K, N] consists of all indices J with ki ::; ji ::; ni 
for all i. In particular the neighbors of a box CK 
are given by all Cl with J E [K -1, K+1] . Finally, 
we define for a subset M C Q the local convex hull 
as 
I (M) - U {y E M, C(y) } 00 - 00 cU C' 
KE{I •.. .• m}d lE[K-l.K+l] 1 
Throughout this section the control range U is 
assumed to be the convex hull of finitely many 
points, U = con, n = {WI' ... ,Wk} C ]Rm. 
For the computation of c-invariant sets we proceed 
recursively as follows: 
Algorithm 1. (Continuation with Data Re-
duction) Given discretization of Q as in (2 .2), 
a time step r > 0, and a real parameter (3 > O. 
define 
Mo = {xo} c Q, To = {xo} x n. 
For Mk C Q we set for (x,w) E Tk 
h(x,w) = { 0 
{y} 
if d( <p(t, x, w), lco(Mk)) < (3 
for all t E [0, r] 
otherwise, 
where in the second case y = <p(ty,x,w) for the 
minimal time ty E [0, r] such that 
d(<p((ty,x,w),lco(Mk)) = {3; 
Tk+1 = (Tk \ {(x,w)}) U (h(x,w) x 11), 
M _{Mk U h(x,W) ifTki=0 
k+1 - Mk if Tk = 0. 
Theorem 1. For x E Q, Algorithm 1 with 
(2.3) 
Tn < Iln, f3n < Iln, On = maxi{Oin} < Iln 
leads (after finitely many steps) to an approximat-
ing set Mn c O~(x) such that 
lim d(Mn,clO~(x)) = o. 
n--+oo 
The sets Mn, which approximate the reachable set 
O~ (x) are all finite, while the orbits O~ (x) for x E 
int Q have nonvoid interior. Therefore, the local 
convex hulllco Mn is a more appropriate approx-
imation of O~(x). A slight modification of the re-
sult above shows convergence also in this context. 
Details of an implementation and improvements 
of the efficiency can be found in (Hackl, 1996) . 
This algorithm gives excellent results in dimension 
d = 2. Also some three dimensional examples have 
been computed. Here, however, computing times 
are prohibitive. Computation of local convex hulls 
also is a critical point in higher dimensions . The 
computed points have to be stored as floating 
point numbers; on the other hand, this and the use 
of local convex hulls for data reduction, makes it 
possible to use a relatively coarse grid. A definite 
disadvantage it that recursive refinements of the 
grid do not seem to be feasible. Nevertheless, it is 
our feeling that improvements for this algorithm 
are possible which might make it competitive to 
others. 
3. BOX CONTINUATION 
The box continuation algorithm computes relative 
chain reachable sets and relative chain control 
sets. For the latter purpose one also has to start 
with an a priori given point in the relative chain 
control set . This algorithm has been used in the 
software package GAIO due to Junge in order 
to obtain a covering of invariant manifolds of 
dynamical systems. The discussion here is based 
on (Szolnoki, 2001). We introduce the following 
notion of relative chain reachable sets, where the 
chains have equidistant jump times of length T > 
O. Fix x , y E M and let c, T > O. A controlled 
(c, T)-chain ( from x to y is given by n E N, 
XO, .. . , Xn E M , UO, . . . , Un-I E U and jump times 
to , ... ,tn-I ~ T with Xo = x , Xn = Y and 
d( cp(tj, Xj , Uj), x;+d ::; c for all j = 0, ... , n - 1. 
The positive T-chain reachable set of x E Q 
relative to Q is defined by 
{
yE Q, for all c > 0 there is a con- } 
O~,T(X) = trol~ed ~c , T)-c~ain from x to y in . 
Q With Jump times tj = T for all j 
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Recall that an lR-viability domain is a subset Vof 
the state space such that for each of its elements 
there exists a control U E U with cp(t , x , u) E V 
for all t E R 
Definition 3. A subset EQ of a closed subset of 
Q c IRd is called a chain control set relative to 
Q, if (i) EQ is an lR-viability domain, (ii) for all 
x, y E EQ and c, T > 0 there is a controlled (c, T)-
chain from x to y, which is completely contained 
in Q, and (iii) EQ is maximal (with respect to set 
inclusion) with these properties. 
These relative chain control sets often coincide 
with control sets . The next result gives an equiv-
alent representation. 
Theorem 2. Let Q be a closed subset of M, EQ C 
Q a chain control set relative to Q and x E EQ . 
Then 
This is the key theorem for the formulation of the 
algorithm for computation of a chain control set 
EQ relative to Q. One starts with a point x in EQ 
and computes a suitable covering of its reachable 
set with the following box continuation algorithm. 
Fix 0 > 0 and consider a partition Qo of Q, 
Q = UQo , with diamQo < O. Here UQo denotes 
the union of all partition elements contained in 
Qo . For a given c > 0 we define the finite positive 
reachable set O~ ,T,O ,E(X) relative to Q of a given 
point x E Q by the following box continuation 
algorithm. 
Algorithm 2. (Box Continuation) We define an 
iteration of continuation steps as follows. 
Step 0: Set 
.::lE ,0 := {B E Qo,X E B} , O:'o(x) := .::lE ,O' 
Step k: (k = 1, 2,3, ... ) At the beginning of 
selection step k we have a collection O~k_l (x). 
Define a new collection O~k(X) by 
= { B E Qo , there exist B E .::lE.,k - l , } 
.::lo ,k 
U E U, such that B E <I>~(B , u) 
O~k(x) = O~k_1 (x) U .::lE ,k, 
where 
<I>~(B'U):={BEQo ' Bn U, BE(X)i=0} 
XE'PT(B,u) 
The algorithm terminates if .::lE,t = 0, where f. ::; 
IQol and IQol denotes the number of elements 
in Qo and we set 
O~ 'T , O ,E(X) := O~t(x) . 
Hence in every step of the box continuation algo-
rithm, we map each element of Qo added in the 
previous continuation step, enlarge the image by 
an c-neighborhood, and add all those elements 
of Q6 having a nonvoid intersection with this 
enlarged image. Then the following convergence 
result holds, see (Szolnoki, 2001). 
Theorem 3. Let Q C IRd and consider strictly 
decreasing sequences Oi -> 0+, Ci -> 0+ for i -> 00 
and a corresponding sequence of successively finer 
partitions Q6, of Q with diam(Q6.) ~ Oi for all 
i E No. Then the finite positive reachable sets 
O~,T,6i,Ei (x) define a decreasing sequence with 
00 
OQ+ T(X) = n UOQ+ d E(X). 
, I I 3 I 1 
j=o 
Note that the enlargement of the box images by c-
neighborhoods are imposed for technical reasons, 
but not used in the current implementation. In 
other words, in practice we use Algorithm 2 with 
c = o. In all numerical examples this was suffi-
cient. Furthermore, in Theorem 2, computation 
of the viability kernel of the intersection is not 
necessary, if the intersection is viable (this, usu-
ally, is the case). Once the initial point is known, 
it can be used to obtain a covering of the control 
set. The actual implementation has to deal with 
the problem, that the image II>~(B, u) of a box B 
under a control u cannot precisely be computed. 
Hence it has to be replaced by the image under 
a number of test points. Also measurable controls 
are not implementable; thus also the controls are 
replaced by a finite number of constant controls, 
distributed according to different criteria over the 
control range U. The box continuation algorithm 
suffers, as the preceding one, from the deficiency 
that successive refinements of the grid do not ap-
pear feasible . On the other hand, continuation al-
gorithms in particular provide information on the 
time needed to reach a specified point. This is in 
contrast to subdivision methods described below. 
Numerical experience shows that the box contin-
uation algorithm tends to overestimate reachable 
sets as is to be expected from the monotonicity 
property in Theorem 3. 
4. SUBDIVISION ALGORITHM FOR 
VIABILITY KERNELS 
The subdivision algorithm is based on an ap-
proach by (Dellnitz and Hohmann, 1997) and 
(Dellnitz and Junge, 1999) for computation of 
relative at tractors in dynamical systems. An im-
plementation based on GAIO (Junge) is given 
in (Szolnoki, 2001) . It computes relative attrac-
tors ,which, in the context of control systems, 
are viability kernels. It can be used to compute 
reachable sets and also relative chain control sets 
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and their domains of attraction, based on the 
relation between viability kernels and control sets, 
see (Szolnoki, 2000). First we discretize time and 
obtain the corresponding exact time discretization 
for time step r > 0 
Xk+l = <p(r,xk,u(tk + .)), u E U, 
to = 0, tk+l = tk + r, k E Z. (4.1) 
The unique solution for Xo E IRd and u E U is 
denoted by (Xk)kEZ . 
Definition 4. The discrete viability kernel of a 
given closed set Q C IRd is defined by 
ViabT(Q) := {xo E Qh' hther(e ex)~sts u EQU }. 
suc t at Xk kEl C 
We suppose that ViabT(Q) lies sufficiently "deep" 
inside Q, that is, 
B!KT(XO) C Q for all Xo E ViabT(Q), (4.2) 
where K denotes the bound value of the right 
hand side of (1.1). 
Proposition 2. Let Q be a compact subset of IRd 
and suppose that assumption (4.2) is satisfied. 
Then 
For the rest of this section we assume that as-
sumption (4.2) is satisfied. Hence we may restrict 
our attention to discrete viability kernels. We now 
describe an algorithm for the approximation of 
ViabT(Q). Consider a partition Q6 of Q with 
diam(Q6) ~ o. For B E Q6, we denote 
(B u) ._ { y E Q, there exists x E B} <PT' .- such that y=<p(r,x,u) , 
II>T(B, u) := {B E Qo, <PT(B, u) n B =f. 0} 
and define a dynamic on Qo, which is in fact a 
difference inclusion: 
B k+1 E II>T(Bk,u(tk + .», u E U, 
to = 0, tk+l = tk + r, k E Z. (4 .3) 
For Bo E Q6 and u E U, the (nonunique) solution 
of (4.3) is denoted by (Bk)kEz . 
The finite viability kernel Viab.,.,6(Q6) given by 
Viab (Q).= { Bo E Qo, there exists u E U } 
"',6 6 · such that (Bk)kEZ C Q6 . 
can be computed in a finite number of steps by 
the following algorithm. 
Algorithm 3. (Finite viability kernels) We de:. 
fine an iteration of selection steps as follows. 
Step 0: Set QO(Q6) := Q6. 
Step k: (k = 1, 2, 3, .. . ) At the beginning of 
selection step k we have a collection Qk-l(Q6). 
Define a new collection Qk(Q6) by 
k Ul, U2 E U such that 
{
BE Qk-l(Q6), there exist } 
Q (Q6):= <P
T
(B,ud n Qk-l(Q6) =I 0 and . 
<p_T(B, U2) n Qk-l(Q6) =10 
The algorithm terminates if Qi(Q6) = Qi-l(Q6), 
where R. ::; IQ61 and IQ61 denotes the number of 
elements in Q 0 . 
Assume that Q = UQcS i for each i E No and that 
for any Bo, E Qo, there exists BO'_l E QO.-1 such 
that BcS, is contained in B6,_" except for a null set 
and for every Bo, E QcS, there exists BO,_, E QO,_, 
such that BcS, C BO,_" Note that for partition 
refinements obtained by a subdivision method 
these assumptions are fulfilled. 
Algorithm 4. (Subdivision algorithm for vi-
ability kernels) For a given strictly decreasing 
sequence 8i -+ 0+ consider a corresponding se-
quence of successively finer partitions Q6, of a 
closed set Q with diam(Qo,} ::; 8i for all i E No. 
Choose a sequence (ki)iEN, ki EN for all i E N. 
Step 0 Set Wo := Qoo C II1 cSo ' 
Step i (i = 1,2,3, ... ) At the beginning of step 
i we have a collection Wi - l C QOi-1' We obtain 
a new collection W i C Qo, in two steps. 
i.l (Subdivision step) Chap.ge to partition Qo, 
by defining a collection W i C Qo, such that 
UWi = UWi - 1 · 
i.2 (Selection step) Compute a new collection 
W i C Qo. with ki steps of algorithm 3, that 
is, 
Convergence is guaranteed by the following theo-
rem. 
Theorem 4. Let Q be a compact subset of IRd 
and let Wo, W 1 , ... be the sequence of collections 
generated by Algorithm 4. Then we obtain a de-
creasing sequence of collections Wo, W 1 , ... with 
UWi C UWi - 1 for all i E Nand 
ViabT(Q) = n:o UWi . 
A major advantage of the subdivision algorithm is 
that the grid can be stored via a tree data struc-
ture: Then also iterative refinements are possible 
and rather fine grids can be handled. 
Remark 1. (G rune, 2001) describes rigorous space 
discretizations ensuring convergence; furthermore, 
he introduces an adaptive subdivision procedure 
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ensuring that asymptotically only those boxes 
are subdivided which describe the boundary of 
the domain of attraction. Thus, essentially, the 
problem dimension is diminished by one. 
5. SUBDIVISION ALGORITHM FOR 
SYMBOLIC IMAGES 
If one is interested in computing chain control 
sets, an alternative subdivision procedure can 
be performed directly on an associated directed 
graph, whose vertices are the partition elements 
(boxes); an edge connects two vertices if there 
are a point in the first box and a control steer-
ing the system to the other box. Then one com-
putes the strongly connected components of the 
graph. The original idea, apparently, is due to 
(Osipenko, 1983) who called the resulting graph 
the symbolic image of the dynamical system. 
When combined with subdivision techniques this 
becomes a powerful tool. In GAIO it is used for 
computing chain recurrent components for dy-
namical systems, compare (Dellnitz et al., 2000). 
This has been extended by (Szolnoki, 2001) for 
control systems, as described below. 
Algorithm 5. (Subdivision or symbolic im-
ages) For a closed subset Q and strictly decreas-
ing sequences 8i -+ 0+ and Ci -+ 0+ consider a 
corresponding sequence of successively finer par-
titions QcS. with diam(Qo,} ::; 8i for all i E No. 
Step 0 Set So := Qoo C 111 60 , 
Step i (i = 1,2,3, . . . ) At the beginning of step 
i we have a collection Si-l C QO,_" We obtain 
a new collection Si C QcS, in two steps. 
i.l (Subdivision step) Chapge to partition Qo, 
by defining a collection Si C Qo, such that 
USi = USi - 1 . 
i.2 (Selection step) Construct a directed graph 
G i = (V;, E i ), where the vertices V and the 
edges E are given by 
V; = Si and 
Ei = {(B,B') E Si X Si , B' E <p~'(B,u) } 
for some u E U ' 
where <p~i (B, u) is the set of all B E Qo 
with BnUXE'I'«B,u) BE, (x) =10 Compute the 
strongly connected components Si,l, . .. ,Si,r, 
of Gi , ri E N, and set 
Si = {B E Si, BE Si,k for some k}. 
By construction, the algorithm generates a 
sequence So, SI, ... of collections with USi C 
USi - 1 for all i E N. 
Theorem 5. For Algorithm 5 
ViabR(Soo) = UEQ' 
where Soo := n:o USi . and the union is taken 
over all relative chain control sets EQ in Q. 
Compared to the first subdivision algorithm, 
the present algorithm requires considerably more 
memory for the computation of the strongly con-
nected components. To some degree this is also 
true for nonrecursive implementations of the al-
gorithm for computing strongly connected compo-
nents. On the other hand, these graph algorithms 
are much faster than numerical solutions of ordi-
nary differential equations. 
6. DISCUSSION 
A fundamental advantage of the subdivision algo-
rithm, Algorithm 5, is that it can detect all chain 
control sets. Contrary to the other algorithms, 
it is not necessary to know a priori a point in 
the chain control set . This is particularly impor-
tant when there exist chain control sets which 
do not contain a limit set of the uncontrolled 
system (e.g., this seems to be the case in the 
so-called escape equation, a simplified model for 
ship roll motion under wave forcing, see (Fischer 
et al. , 2000) . In view of the larger memory re-
quirements of this algorithm the following combi-
nation of algorithms has proved reasonable: First, 
the strongly connected components are computed 
with Algorithm 5 to obtain a suitable covering of 
all relative chain control sets. Then we switch to 
Algorithm 4 and approximate the viability kernel 
of the strongly connected components as an ap-
proximation of U E EQ . Thus, once the control 
sets are localized w~th the graph algorithm on a 
comparatively coarse partition, we can switch to 
the "cheap" subdivision algorithm. Similarly, one 
can also combine Algorithms 2 and 4. 
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